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Restaurateur, art collector and descendant of the renowned Egyptian painter 
Mahmoud Saïd, Hashem Montasser speaks to Rebecca Anne Proctor 

about the artist as archivist 

TheCOLLECTOR

Stepping inside Hashem Montasser’s home in 
Al Barsha, Dubai, is akin to a history lesson 

i n modern Middle Eastern art and culture. 
Books can be found throughout the 

handsomely designed space telling of countless 
tales of regional lore. Aligning the walls are 

works by some of the most renowned names in 
Middle Eastern modern and contemporary art. Mahmoud Saïd, 
Adam Henein, Mona Hatoum, Manal Al Dowayan, Rayyane 
Tabet, Basim Magdy and Yto Barrada illuminate Montasser’s many 

rooms with their presence and stories. 
The owner of The Lighthouse restaurant and concept store in 

Dubai Design District (d3), the place du jour for a heartening meal 
and a catch up with friends, Montasser’s home with its many 
artworks exudes the same sense of welcoming. Named after Virgina 
Woolf ’s acclaimed novel To The Lighthouse (1927), Montasser’s 
eatery, accentuated by numerous art, fashion and design books and 
its concept store of hand-selected objets d’art from around the 
world, is a place that breathes the idea of community and shared 
history. It is a nod to the members of the Bloomsbury Set, a group 

Hashem Montasser 
at home with Abdel 
Rahim Sharif’s 
Pokerface. Oil on 
canvas. 120 x 140cm.
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of English intellectuals including Woolf, EM 
Forster and Keynes, who would gather together 
for a meal and a conversation during the early 
20th century. Montasser’s Dubai residence 
reflects those same values: the idea of knowledge 
through artistic and creative endeavours.

Growing up in Egypt in the 1980s during the 
rule of Anwar Sadat, Montasser’s great-
grandfather, Hussein Pacha Sirry, was a three 
time prime minister of Egypt just before the 
Revolution in 1952, while his grandfather was 
the youngest Minister of Interior at this same pivotal moment. 
Montasser’s great-grandfather’s wife, Nahed Saïd, was the aunt of 
Queen Farida, King Farouk’s first wife. During the revolution they 
were sequestrated like many members of Egypt’s ancient regime. “I 
grew up with this in the shadows,” says Montasser, whose mother 
and father are English literature and economics professors, 
respectively. “My mother was young when it happened and she 
rarely spoke about it—it must’ve been, in many ways, traumatic for 
her.” 

Montasser didn’t find much in the public domain about this part 
of his family’s history and began to ask questions. “Growing up in 
Cairo, I was close to my grandmother and generally curious, so she 
would tell me a lot of these personal anecdotes that were pretty 
much undocumented in the history books. It was my first concept 
of the power of oral history.” For his application to Harvard he 
wrote his essay on the notion of oral history as an impactful, but 
often neglected, concept, and his relationship to a part of Egypt 

that he had only experienced through his 
grandmother. 

Montasser was also privy to a milieu that loved art 
and culture: his great-uncle was the revered painter 
Mahmoud Saïd. “I used to accompany my mother to 
many art galleries growing up but I didn’t have a 
particularly strong interest in the arts then. I went to 
university in the US, studied economics, and after 
business school became a banker so my interest in art 
was dormant—it kicked in later!” Then, around the 
time he and his wife, May Al-Dabbagh, assistant 
professor of Social Research and Public Policy at 
NYU Abu Dhabi, moved to Dubai in 2005 from 
London, they began collecting. “In the beginning I 
collected like a lot of people by buying art and artists 
that were familiar,” he says. “I started with Modernist 
Egyptian art. Then we started expanding our range to 

the Gulf and the Middle East 
at large and slowly ventured 
beyond Modern into 
contemporary art, including 
sculpture and photography.”

The couple focused on 
thematic resonance, as 
opposed to chronology or a 
specific medium, to create a  
series of clearer-cut dialogues 
between their artworks and 
design objects. “The first is the 
concept of an artist as an 
archivist and art as a medium 
to document history, and to 
better understand the complex 
relationship between history 
and memory. It’s the 
relationship between history 
and memory, and identity and 
memory, that helps inform 

our current understanding.” He refers to the school of thought 
around organisations such as the Arab Image Foundation, leading 
Lebanese photographers such as Walid Raad, Ziad Antar, Akram 
Zaatari, Fouad Elkhoury and Joana Hadjithomas. “Many of them 
work with archival objects—documents or photographs that have 
not always withstood the test of time but tell a particular story of 
their fragmented histories, and use historical markers to formulate 
more coherent views of our current realities” he says. 

Through his collecting Montasser also realised that he had time-
specific memories of Egypt that he was nostalgically drawn to. 
Perhaps the artist as archivist theme also applies to that of the 
collector. Memories intertwined with artworks that contain real-life 
remnants of the past are powerful indeed. A poignant large black 
and white photograph by Saudi artist Manal Al-Dowayan hangs on 
the wall. Nearby is a work by Yto Barrada that incorporates her 
grandmother’s wall and the traces that are left into a contemporary 
artwork. “There are a lot of works around the concept of archival 

history and its reappropriation by artists,” he says. “It’s that 
intersection between history and identity that I find so intriguing.” 
On another wall is a work by Basim Magdy that “at first seems like 
a highly idyllic photograph, but Basim manipulates it by applying 
chemicals to its surface, rendering it almost post-apocalyptic,” 
Montasser explains. “It’s about taking images with certain views 
and subverting them.” He points to a work by Ziad Antar shot with 
an expired film roll that “blurs the line between fiction and reality.” 
Towards the entrance is a large piece by Palestinian artist Hazem 
Harb: “created through the unearthing of old photographs from 
Palestine as part of a conscious excavation by the artist to create a 
semi-sculptural collage work.” Such ways of creating art challenge 
one’s thought process as well as one’s interpretation of history and 
memory. Perhaps these artists are saying just that: that history is 
subjective and we can all, to a certain extent, play with our past and 
future. “This theme is about the artist acting as an archaeologist 
and how they are appropriating their memories to better understand 
the histories of their communities,” explains Montasser.

In the living room a Seif Wanly painting portrays a graceful 
dancer and is positioned near to several smaller works by Mahmoud 
Saïd. “The Wanlys were part of the Alexandrian art community but 
I think that work is also a bit about the reappropriation of certain 
memories. It is about what the artist wants to see. The concept of 
artist as archivist stretches across mediums.” Yet aren’t all artists to 
some extent archivists—documenting through their art a certain 
time and place? Perhaps the difference is the manner and the 
medium in which this “artistic archiving” is performed, as Montasser 

underlines. “Rokni Haerizadeh, for example, uses his collages to 
create his own fantasy world from aspects of present day reality,” he 
adds as another example.

The second theme that emerges is the idea of using art as a form 
of language. “These artists are creating their own primordial 
language to capture events that escape traditional forms of 
description and measurement,” he says. One is the late Emirati 
artist Hassan Sharif of which Montasser owns his Semi-Systems, 
one of his more iconic works. He points to pieces by Mohammed 
Ahmed Ibrahim and Mohammed Kazem. “All of these artists are 
using their own alternative system to communicate,” he says. “We 
found that questioning conventional narratives and the artist’s 
attemps to blur the boundaries using techniques such as humour, 
irony or layering, provide us with tools that not only explore our 
own past but help us look at the future. May and I recognised that 
identities, including our own, need not be siloed nor additive, so by 
actively exploring a common hybrid identity, we form our own 
common language. In some ways, many of these artists are hinting 
towards a very personal ‘blueprint’ which is forward looking.”

Looking at art resonates within his professional interests. “Spaces 
like The Lighthouse actively debate these hybrid notions, whether 
formally through our TLC Conversation Series, where we invite 
members of our creative community such as Sultan Al Qassimi or 
Sam Bardaouil and Till Fellrath, or informally through a shared 
meal or gift buying,” he says. It’s the idea of seeing things from the 
past and present in a new light. Indeed, a work of art can offer that. 
It can create a new future. 
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Left: Adel Siwi.
Non Classified 
Others 4. 2008. 
Mixed media on 
paper. 27 x 42cm;
Adel Siwi. Non 
Classifed Others 2. 
2008. Mixed media 
on paper. 27 x 42cm.
Above: Mohamed 
Ibrahim. Untitled.
Indian ink on paper
38x28cm.

Right: 
Works by Manal Al 
Dowayan. The First. 
2012. Silver gelatin 
fiber print.
25 x 35.5cm; College 
Day. 2012. Silver 
gelatin fiber print
25 x 35.5cm;
Unknown. 2012. Silver 
gelatin fiber print
25 x 35.5cm. From the 
artist’s series
If I forget you, don’t 
forget me.

Left: Seif Wanly. 
1956. Oil  

on cartoon.
35 x 50cm.

Right: Adam 
Henein.

2009. The Big 
Reader Bronze. 
98 x 73 x 37cm.
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